Digital magnetic recording/playback systems usually require both runlength-limited (RI, L ) coding and error correction coding (ECC), and these two steps have typically been performed independently, although various methods of combining them have recenily appeared. The recent development of two-dimensional modulation codes, which meet runlength constraints using several parallel recording tracks, has significantly increased the capacity of such channels. In this paper, we apply single-track coding ideas to these two-dimensional constrainis, and exploit the increased capacity to achieve good error-correcting ability at the same rate as common non-error-correcting one-dimensional codes.
Introduction
Modulation coding, and more specifically runlengthlimited coding, has long been used to increase the information density of digital magnetic storage devices, such as tapes and disks. Such systems typically utilize saturation recording and NRZI precoding, so that a "1" is represented as a transition in magnetization of the medium from one polarity to the other, and a "0" as no such change.
A runlength-limited (RLL) code constrains the data stream to always have at least d "0"s between consecutive "1"s. Thus, if the medium's minimum spacing between transitions is Tmin to avoid intersymbol interference, then the coded data stream can have bit duration as small as Tb = Tmin/(d + 1). Such codes also typically constrain the number of consecutive "0"s to be no greater than some integer k, to ensure that bit synchronization is maintained.
If these ( d , k ) constraints are met by a code with rate p / q > l / ( d + l), then a net increase in information density results, as compared to the uncoded case.
In multi-track magnetic storage systems, the data sequence written to each track is typically encoded to meet the (d, k) constraint independently. However, if n tracks are all read at the same time, with a common clock, then we only need a transition on one of those n tracks every k bits, not necessarily on every track. In other words, any individual track is allowed to have runs of more than k consecutive zeroes, as long as the n tracks, viewed together, do not have a run of more than k consecutive all-zero n-tuples. The d constraint must still be satisfied on each track.
In [l] , Marcellin and Weber introduced this concept of multi-track, or two-dimensional, constraints and calculated the channel capacities for a wide range of d , k , and n. An important result of these computations was that substantial increases in capacity are possible by using multi-track codes, notably a %track code satisfying the (1,3) constraint at rate p / q = 416, which is 98% of capacity and represents a 33% rate increase over the Miller code (the often-used singletrack (1,3) code with rate 112).
Most recording systems also require error correction coding (ECC) to combat channel noise, timing jitter, and media defects. Traditionally this has been a separate process than RLL coding, but in many systems, combining these two functions into a single block allows comparable performance with simpler implementation. In this paper we combine ECC with RLL coding in ways that take advantage of the increased capacity available by working with multi-track rather than single-track constraints. We concentrate on the ( d , k) = (1,3) constraint for simplicity and for ease of comparison with existing codes.
Useful single-track ECC/RLL methods
A number of techniques for combining ECC and RLL coding in the one-dimensional case, using a block structure, can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 111 . The techniques of Blaum [6] , French [5] , and Hilden, Howe, and Weldon [ll] seem to be the most useful of these for generating two-dimensional codes. Blaum's method appears to be fully applicable for two-dimensional codes, as his ReedSolomon codes can just as easily be mapped to multi-track as to single-track codewords. French's concept of mapping from some error-correcting code to a set of ( d , k ) constrained sequences, in such a way that the distance structure of the ECC is preserved, is a very general concept, one that not only can generate good block codes, but that also underlies the trellis coding methods which we will see later.
Hilden, Howe, and Weldon's approach, which deals only with peak shifts, not with additive errors, uses existing ECC and RLL codes, but combines them in a more clever way than mere concatenation. Virtually any RLL code can be utilized as the first step, including multi-track RLL codes. Hence the technique is fully applicable to multi-track constraints. Beyond that first step though, the tracks must be treated independently, so the advantage of increased capacity from multi-track constraints is only partially realized. A complete example has been presented in [12] using the rate 4/6 2-track (1,3) code from [3] and the same ternary BCH code as in [ll] . The resulting code, which can correct two peak shifts on each track per 71-bit segment, has an overall rate of 481142 = 0.338.
Trellis coding techniques
In a trellis code, any data bit entering the encoder may affect not only the codeword being generated at that time, but several future codewords as well. The operation of the encoder is depicted on a state transition diagram (STD), or a trellis if the time dependence is explicitly shown. The channel itself is also described by an STD, which shows how symbols are allowed to follow each other, or concatenate. The trick then is to get from the state description of the channel to that of the encoder. The encoder state transitions must correspond to allowable channel state transitions.
This concatenability is a central issue in the design of constrained codes. Not only must codewords satisfy the runlength constraints internally, but any concatenation of codewords that the encoder allows must also result in sequences that meet the constraints. For example, the words 0100 and 0010 both satisfy the single-track (1,3) constraint, but when they are concatenated, the resulting sequence (01000010) violates le = 3. Thus the set of codewords and/or the encoder STD must be carefully designed to avoid any constraint violations when words are concatenated.
Since our goal is to correct errors as well as meeting channel constraints, we also require that the code build a certain amount of distance. This distance now is measured not between individual codewords, but rather between all semiinfinite sequences of codewords that begin at a given state. It is usually denoted by dfree.
We will consider two ways to derive an encoder: The first is through state splitting, which in a mathematically rigorous way makes a smooth transition from channel states to encoder states. The second approach, Ungerboeck-type trellis coding, restricts the set of states in which the channel can be left at the end of a codeword, thus allowing the encoder states to be assigned without regard to channel state, and the codewords to concatenate freely. A third approach, which we will not discuss, is to assume a particular form for the encoder and do a computer search to find a satisfactory assignment of codewords.
State splitting
The 1982 paper by Adler, Coppersmith, and Hassner [13] described, in a mathematically rigorous manner, the general problem of constructing sliding block codes for a finite-state constrained channel, and proved that such codes could always be found under certain conditions, through the process of state-splitting. The proof of that paper's main theorem was constructive; that is, in showing that sliding block codes exist, it developed an algorithm for constructing them. In this section we explain how this state-splitting algorithm can be applied to multi-track constraints, and propose a variation on the algorithm which would generate combined ECC/RLL codes.
A channel with an n-track ( d , L ) constraint is described by an STD G with ( d + 1)" + L -d states, or equivalently by asquare matrixA with (d+l)"+L-d rows and columns [l] . To get a rate p / q code to meet this constraint, where q = nl and p / q is less than capacity, the state-splitting algorithm is guided by th? approximate eigenvector v found as a solution to the inequality A'v 2 2Pv. For the 2-track (1,3) constraint, Orcutt's rate 4/6 code [3] was derived by this method, with the six channel states ultimately split into 13 encoder states.
If one wishes to adapt this algorithm to construct errorcorrecting modulation codes, the goal is to split states in such a way as to build distance between code sequences at some moderate rate, rather than strictly to maximize rate. For example, for the same 2-track (1,3) constraint, we wish to derive a code with rate 2/6 and distance 3 by state-splitting. All the rowsums are greater than 2', so the all-one vector is an approximate eigenvector. Thus if we only wanted to encode at this rate and didn't care about distance, no statesplitting would be necessary.
Rather than using the approximate eigenvector as our guide to splitting states, we will split them according to the Hamming weights of the codewords. If a state is split into two offspring, with the even-weight codewords leaving one offspring state, and the odd-weight words leaving the other, then both states will build distance 2 between the words leaving them. All the other states, on the other hand, will have added an outgoing edge whose label is at distance 0 from another outgoing edge. If the even/odd splitting is done to every state, many excess edges result. Eventually, the excess edges must be purged so that only 2P words leave each state, and the words entering any state are all distinct. This last step builds a third unit of distance between paths when they remerge. This is similar to the distancebuilding scheme described in [15] in a slightly different context.
The above implies that every state in G' must have at least 2P even words and 2P odd words leaving it. State splitting only increases the number of paths leaving a state-not the number of distinct words. Therefore if G' does not meet this criterion, state splitting will do no good. If the codewords in our 2-track (1,3) example are written out, it is seen that each state has at least 4 even-weight words and at least 4 odd-weight words leaving it. The remaining steps in the derivation of a code for this example are described in more detail in [12, 141. These steps are elimination of two of the states, splitting each of the remaining four states into an even and an odd offspring, and eliminating excess edges. The resulting final STD is reproduced here as Figure 1 . The codewords in the diagram are abbreviated such that each integer represents the bits on both tracks at a given position.
"3" = ( ). An arbitrary assignment of input words to edges would complete the encoder definition. Decoding is accomplished by the Viterbi algorithm rather than the deterministic mappings described in [13], since we now want to find the most likely path through a (nonlinear) trellis.
This example code achieves, with 8 states, the same rate , and in fact we will do better than that in the following section. Nevertheless, the example serves to demonstrate how more powerful codes could be obtained by the same method. Concatenability is automatically achieved in this method, so the designer may concentrate on distancebuilding. However, the STD's quickly become too large to manipulate manually, so the process will have to be automated for it to produce truly powerful codes.
Ungerboeck-type trellis codes
In this section we apply Ungerboeck's trellis coded modulation (TCM) concepts [18] to the runlength-constrained channel. In TCM, as used on bandpass channels, the number of channel symbols available to the encoder is increased and partitioned into subsets in such a way that the minimum distance (d,in) between symbols in the same subset is larger than the dmin of the entire set. The partitioning continues until subsets either consist of only a single point or have dmin >_ d j r e e , the minimum distance that is desired between coded sequences.
Of the p input bits, 6 of them go into a finite-state machine (FSM) with 2" states, which maps them to 6+ i bits, which are then used to select one of the 2Fti subsets. Each subset contains 2P-@ symbols, so the remaining p -p' input bits select a symbol out of the subset. If the signal set has been partitioned to the extent that the subsets consist of only one symbol, then 6 = p and the code's d j r e e is the distance built by the trellis structure of the FSM. If subsets contain more than one symbol, then dj,,, is the lesser of the subsets' dmin and the distance built by the trellis structure.
The situation in magnetic recording is analogous to that in bandpass modulation in that the data must be mapped to a form compatible with the channel, as well as encoded for error correction. There are, however, several differences that make the magnetic channel a little more difficult. The dimensionality of the signal space tends to be higher, and the signal constellations are irregularly spaced points in that space, making set-partitioning more of an ad hoc process. Also Hamming distance, rather than Euclidean distance, is the appropriate metric. The most fundamental difference, however, is that in Ungerboeck's papers the channel has no memory. There is no STD associated with the channel, only with the encoder. In RLL coding, on the other hand, the fact that the channel has memory is the very essence of the problem; concatenating symbols in such a way as to meet the constraints implied by the Channel's STD is ezactly what we are trying to do. In Section 4 we used the channel's state structure to move cleanly to an encoder via state splitting. In order to use Ungerboeck's method, however, we must essentially "drown out" the channel's state structure, and force codewords to all be concatenable with each other. One way to do this is to have all codewords end in certain non-information-bearing bits which can be followed by any possible n-tuple that may begin the next word.
If the set-partitioning described above is continued all the way until subsets contain only one codeword, then the code is a nonlinear mapping of a convolutional code. Ferreira [19, 20, 211 showed how to construct this mapping, in such a way that the convolutional code's distance properties are preserved (cf . French [5] ). Ferreira's concepts are similar to Ungerboeck's, and both are important in our codes.
5.1 n x 1 = 2 x 3, rate = 2/6 codes Consider first the ( n x I ) = (2 x 2) codewords satisfying a ( d , k) = (1,3) constraint on the two tracks. There are nine such words, but if we choose some subset of them that restricts the set of terminal states, not enough words remain to construct any error-correcting code, even at rate 114. Thus our first liseful codeword size is 2 x 3. There are 25 such words that satisfy a (1,3) constraint internally [12]. Concatenation concerns prevent us from encoding at rate 316 using these words, but by restricting our attention to those words that end with "0"s on both tracks we can encode at rate 216, since there are nine such words.
The first step of set-partitioning is into four even-weight and four odd-weight codewords (omitting the all-zero word), and the second step is down to individual words. These words are placed on a 4-state trellis in such a way as to get distance two in both the first and second transitions; i.e., states have only even or only odd words leaving them, and they also have only even or only odd words entering them. Space does not permit the inclusion of the resulting trellis here, but it appears in [14] , along with the encoder circuit that generates it. Encoders for all the trellises discussed in this paper are presented in [14] by their parity-check coefficients, and in [12] by circuit diagrams.
Clearly, to get dire, = 5 at this rate, we need a trellis in which divergent paths take at least three transitions to remerge, and in which those paths build another unit of distance in the middle transition, in addition to the four units built by the properties already discussed. The 16-state trellis tabulated in [18] has been shown [12] to possess all of these properties. It thus achieves distance 5 at rate 2/6, which makes it the strongest error-correcting (1,3) code yet derived at this rate.
One could continue to increase distance at this same rate, using this same set of codewords, by increasing the number of states, with the larger trellises chosen to increase the number of transitions for divergent paths to remerge. We have not pursued this avenue though, opting instead to increase rate.
5.2
A rather easy way to increase the rate of the distance 3 and 4 codes found in the last subsection is to replace the 2 x 3 words by pairs of 2 x 4 words. There are 24 potential 2 x 4 words that end in double zeroes, and they partition into 12 even and 12 odd words, as before. But now, the second level of partitioning is not to individual words but to pairs with distance 4 between them. By applying some further concatenability constraints described in [ 141, we can place these pairs on the previously found 4-state and 8-state trellises to get rate 3/8 codes with distance 3 or 4 respectively. The third input bit selects one of the two words in a pair. This scheme cannot be used to increase the rate of the 16-state distance 5 code to 3/8, because djree in that case would be limited not by the trellis' structure but by the intrapair distance, so we would only get dlree = 4. To obtain distance 5 at rate 3/8 requires a larger trellis, namely the 64-state trellis tabulated for 8-dimensional codes in By further increasing the codeword length I and the number of states, 2-track (1,3) codes with distance 5 can be developed at any rate up to the channel capacity, which is 0.68, although if the codewords are extremely long, distance 5 no longer represents a very powerful code. In [12] and [14] we have derived and presented such codes for codeword sizes 2 x 5, 2 x 6, and 2 x 7, all with distance 5, at rates 4/10, 5/12, and 7/14. The 2 x 7 code, which requires a 1024 state encoder, represents a significant milestone because it achieves the same rate as the Miller code while featuring the ability to correct two additive errors (or one peak shift) per codeword.
n x 2 codes with distance 5
We now fix the codeword length 1 at 2, and increase n, the number of tracks encoded together. Again the last (i.e., second) position will be initially set to all "0"s to leave the channel in a terminal state which allows free concatenation of words. This may seem to be a huge waste of bits, as half the bits in a word carry no information; however, this is partially compensated by the fact that the other position is then unconstrained and can contain any n-tuple of bits.
The first codeword size in this series is 2 x 2, but we have already discussed this set of words at the beginning of Section 5.1 and saw that there aren't enough words to make a useful code. There are eight 3 x 2 words, which could be written octally as 00, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 . These can all be freely concatenated, with the stipulation that if two consecutive all-zero words occur, one of the "0"s in the second position of the first word must be changed to a "1" to avoid violating the L = 3 constraint.
The eight codewords again partition into four even-weight and four odd-weight words, with intraset distance 2 in both these sets, just as in the 2 x 3 case. Thus our previous 4-state, %state, and 16-state trellises can be used to get codes with the same rate (2/6) and the same distances as in Section 5.1. Specifically we achieve distance 3 with 4 states, distance 4 with 8 states, and distance 5 with 16 states.
Likewise, the 4 x 2 codewords can be used in rate 3/8 codes with the same distances and the same trellises as the 2 x 4 words used in Section 5.2. This is because the codewords partition into 8 even-weight and 8 odd-weight words, and both these sets then partition nicely into pairs with intrapair distance 4, by complementing the first bit on each track. Also as in the 2 x 4 case, distance 6 pairs cannot be put together, so to get distance 5 we again need a 64state trellis.
As n increases, the number of states required for an n x 2 code may be larger than for the corresponding 2 x 1 code, because for a given q , the set of q / 2 x 2 words cannot always be partitioned into subsets as large as the set of 2 x q / 2 words can, given the same required intrasubset distance.
There seem to be both advantages and disadvantages to using n x 2 codes as opposed to 2 x 1 codes. The n x 2 codesor at least the sets of codewords-are easier to construct (and easier to count) for large q. This is because the n x 2 codes are in fact linear. The code is a vector space rather than a set of irregularly spaced points taken from a vector space. Performancewise, there may be a great advantage in the fact that the shortest error events, those corresponding to the smallest intrapath distances, are only 6 bits long (for a distance 5 code) on each track instead of 31. An even greater advantage would seem to be the fact that only every other bit on a track contributes to distancebuilding. The n-tuple that occurs in the second half of each codeword is totally ignored by the decoder. Any errors that occur there don't have to be corrected or detected. One implication of this is that the error-correcting ability of the code is spread over fewer bits. Another very important implication is that peak shifts are now equivalent to a single additive error as far as the decoder is concerned, since it never sees the second one.
A disadvantage of n x 2 codes is that no matter how many tracks are encoded together, a rate pl2p code can never be achieved. The number of codewords is always 2", of which half, or 2"-l, are available from any state. Hence the rate is only (n -l)/2n.
Since there are advantages to both of the codeword shapes we have considered (2 x 1 and n x 2), it is possible that for q > 8 with q not equal to 2 times a prime, a compromise can be reached by using other shapes. For example, q = 12 can be realized as 2 x 6, 3 x 4, 4 x 3, or 6 x 2 codewords. Table 1 presents a comparison of important parameters of the error-correcting twedimensional ( d , k) = (1,3) codes we have discussed in this paper. For the Hilden, Howe, and Weldon code, d f r e e is not given because it is not a trellis code, and it builds peak shift distance, not Hamming distance. Note that we achieved distance 5 in a rate p/3p code quite easily, with 2 x 3 or 3 x 2 codewords and 16 states, thus outperforming Lin and Wolf [17] at this rate. In fact we achieved distance 5 at rates up to p/2p. Only the distance 5 codes are shown for rates above 318; if distance 3 or 4 codes were desired for these rates and codeword sizes, they could be generated in the same fashion as the others quite readily.
As for peak shifts, not only is the Hilden, Howe, and Weldon code specifically designed to attack them, but any of the distance 5 codes can correct a single peak shift as a special case of a double additive error pattern. Furthermore, the n x 2 codes are very effective on peak shifts because a peak shift shows up as only a single erroneous information-bearing bit instead of two. There is no single "best" code listed. The choice of an error-correcting two-dimensional modulation code will depend on the specific application: the probabilities of different classes of errors, the number of tracks, the correlation of errors along a track, the correlation of errors a c r m tracks, rate requirements, and allowable decoder complexity. As the state-splitting and/or set-partitioning procedures become more automated, it should become feasible to generate codes such as these for sets of constraints other than (1,3) .
